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The Writing Process
The essays in this book will help you understand the elements of
good writing and provide ample opportunity for you to practice
writing in response to the model essays. As you write your essays,
pay attention to your writing process. This chapter focuses on the
stages of the writing process — prewriting, writing the first draft,
revising, editing, and proofreading. It concludes with a sample of
one student’s writing process that you can model your own writing
after. The strategies suggested in this chapter for each stage of the
writing process will help you overcome many of the challenges you
may face while writing essays.
Writers rarely rely on inspiration alone to produce an effective
piece of writing. Good writers prewrite or plan, write the first draft,
revise, edit, and proofread. It is worth remembering, however, that
often the process is recursive, moving back and forth among the
five stages. Moreover, writing is personal; no two people go about
it exactly the same way. Still, it is possible to learn the steps in the
process and thereby have a reliable method for undertaking a writing task.

PREWRITING
Reading can give you ideas and information and helps expand
your knowledge of the organizational patterns available to you;
c onsequently, it can help direct all your prewriting activities.
During prewriting, you select your subject and topic, gather ideas
and information, and determine the thesis and organizational pattern or patterns you will use. Once you have worked through the
prewriting process, you will be ready to start on your first draft.
Let’s explore how this works.
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Understand Your Assignment

When you first receive an assignment, read it over several times
to make sure you understand what you are being asked to do.
Try restating the assignment in your own words to make sure you
understand it. For example, consider the following assignments:
1. Narrate an experience that taught you that every situation has
at least two sides.
2. Explain what is meant by theoretical modeling in the social
sciences.
3. Write a persuasive essay in which you support or refute the
following proposition: “Violence in the media is in large part
responsible for an increase in violence in American society
today.”
Each of these assignments asks you to write in different ways:
1. The first assignment asks you to tell the story of an event that
showed you that every situation has more than one perspective. To complete the assignment, you might choose simply to
narrate the event, or you might choose to analyze it in depth.
In either case, you will need to explain to your reader how you
came to this new understanding of multiple perspectives and
why it was important to you.
2. The second assignment asks you to explain what theoretical
modeling is and why it is used. To accomplish this assignment,
you will first need to read about the concept to gain a thorough understanding of it, and then you’ll need to define it in
your own words and explain its purpose and usefulness to your
readers. You will also want to demonstrate the abstract concept
with concrete examples to help your readers understand it.
3. The third assignment asks you to take a position on a controversial issue for which there are many studies on both sides of
the question. You will need to research the studies, consider
the evidence they present, and then take a stand of your own.
Your argument will necessarily have to draw on the sources
and evidence you have researched, and you will need to refute
the arguments and evidence presented by those experts who
take an opposing position.
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If, after reading the assignment several times, you are still
unsure about what is being asked of you or about any additional
requirements of the assignment, such as length or format, be sure
to consult with your instructor.
Choose a Subject Area and Focus on a Topic

Although you will usually be given specific assignments in your writing course, you may sometimes have the freedom to write on any
subject that interests you. In such a case, you may already have a
specific idea in mind. For example, if you are interested in sports,
you might argue against athletes’ use of performance-enhancing
drugs. What happens, however, when you are free to choose your
own subject and cannot think of anything to write about? If you find
yourself in this situation, begin by determining a broad subject that
you might enjoy writing about — a general subject such as medical
ethics, amateur sports, or foreign travel. Also consider what you’ve
recently read — essays in Models for Writers, for example — or your
career ambitions when choosing a subject. Select several likely subjects and let your mind explore their potential for interesting topics.
Your goal is to arrive at an appropriately narrowed topic.
A topic is the specific part of a subject on which a writer
focuses. Subjects such as the environment, literature, and sports
are too broad to be dealt with adequately in a single essay. Entire
books are written about these and other subjects. Start with your
broad subject and make it more specific.
Suppose, for example, you select farming and advertising as
possible subject areas. The examples in the Narrowing Subjects to
Topics box that follows illustrate how to narrow these broad subjects into manageable topics. Notice how each successive topic is
more narrowed than the one before it. Moving from the general to
the specific, the topics become appropriate for essay-length writing.
When moving from a broad subject to a particular topic, you
should take into account any assigned constraints on length or
format. You will also want to consider the amount of time you
have to write. These practical considerations will affect the scope
of your topic.
For more practice, visit Achieve for Models for Writers:
LearningCurve > Main Ideas
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Narrowing Subjects to Topics
SUBJECT
farming

livestock

cows

dairy cow
disease

parasite control
in dairy cows

SUBJECT
VERY
GENERAL
LESS
GENERAL

GENERAL

MORE
SPECIFIC
VERY
SPECIFIC

TOPIC

advertising
TV advertising

TV advertising
of food

TV advertising
of cereals
TV advertising of
high-fiber cereals

TOPIC

Get Ideas and Collect Information

After you have found your topic, you will need to determine what
you want to say about it. The best way to do this is to gather information. Your ideas about a topic must be supported by information, such as facts and examples. The information you gather about
a topic will influence your ideas about the topic and what you want
to say. Here are some of the ways you can gather information:
1. Brainstorm. Jot down the things you know about a topic, freely
associating ideas and information as a way to explore the
topic and its possibilities. (See p. 28 for an example.) Try not
to censor or edit your notes, and don’t worry about spelling or
punctuation. Don’t write your notes in list form because such
an organization will imply a hierarchy of ideas, which may
hamper your creativity and the free flow of your thoughts. The
objective of brainstorming is to free up your thinking before
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you start to write. You may want to set aside your notes and
return to them over several days. Once you generate a substantial amount of brainstormed material, you will want to study
the items, attempt to see relationships among them, or sort
and group the entries by using different colored highlighters.
2. Cluster. Another strategy for stimulating your thinking about
a topic is clustering. Place your topic in a circle and draw lines
from that circle to other circles in which you write related key
words or phrases. Around each of these key words, generate
more circles representing the various aspects of the key word
that come to mind. (See p. 29 for an example.) The value of
clustering over brainstorming is that you are generating ideas
and organizing them at the same time. Both techniques work
very well, but you may prefer one over the other or find that
one works better with one topic than another.
3. Research. You may want to add to what you already know about
your topic with research. Research can take many forms beyond
formal research carried out in your library. For e xample, firsthand
observations and interviews with people knowledgeable about
your topic can provide up-to-date information. Whatever your
form of research, take careful notes so you can accurately paraphrase an author or quote an interviewee. Chapters 10 and 23
will help with all aspects of researching a topic.
Understand What a Thesis Is

Once you have generated ideas and information about your topic,
you are ready to begin the important task of establishing a controlling idea, or thesis, for your essay. The thesis of an essay is its
main idea, the point you are trying to make. It is important because
everything in your essay, all the ideas and information you have
gathered, should be connected to the thesis. It is the glue that holds
your writing together.
In his essay “The Ways of Meeting Oppression” (pp. 447–50),
Martin Luther King Jr. offers the following thesis statement:
“Oppressed people deal with their oppression in three characteristic ways.” King supports his thesis by describing the three
ways that oppressed people have traditionally dealt with oppression and explaining why two of those responses — acquiescing to
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their oppressors or violently resisting them — have not traditionally worked and are not responses he would recommend. He then
works his way to the conclusion of his essay, recommending the
path of nonviolent resistance as the best way to achieve social
justice. His thesis statement carries with it the answer to several
implied or built-in questions: What are the characteristic ways of
meeting oppression, and which one is to be recommended? The
structure of his essay, then, is also built into his thesis statement.
Remember that a weak thesis cannot produce a successful
essay no matter how much effort you put into your writing. A
strong thesis, on the other hand, will succeed, but only if it is properly supported.
Develop Your Thesis

You might think that creating a thesis requires some kind of clever
thinking or special skills on your part when, in fact, it’s a fairly
straightforward task. Rather than staring at a blank screen or sheet of
paper hoping for a thesis to magically appear, you need to look at the
ideas and information you have generated about your topic and ask
questions about them in order to understand the topic completely.
STEP 1: ASK QUESTIONS

Let’s say that you chose or were assigned the topic of internships,
the practice of employing relatively inexperienced people, often
students, so that they become familiar with particular work environments and business practices. Through your reading you have
learned that internships are often mutually beneficial. Interns can
gain useful work-related experience, and businesses get inexpensive
temporary help (which sometimes leads to permanent positions).
Now you need to more deeply understand internships by
asking questions about the information and ideas you have gathered. For example,
• Why did internships develop as an educational and business
practice? Where and when are they now used?
• Are there internship programs at your school? If so, what
informational materials are available to you?
• Who can help you find an internship? Can you get an
internship on your own?
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• Do any businesses in your area offer internships?
• What are the negative aspects of an internship for both parties?
• Do you have family or friends who have employed interns? Do
you have family or friends who have had internships? What
information have you been able to gain from those on both
sides of the relationship?
• Are interns usually paid? How are internships funded?
When the questioning starts, one question will lead to another,
and the answers to these questions — often found through more
reading, interviews, and discussions — will inform you about the
depth and breadth of your topic. If all this is done well, you will
soon begin to think like an expert on your topic.
At this point, the likelihood of developing a thesis, or a number of theses, will greatly increase. A thesis will come to mind from
the facts and ideas that you have collected and the questions you
ask of that material.
STEP 2: LIST SEVERAL POSSIBLE THESIS STATEMENTS

After you have asked all the questions you think necessary and
have supplied answers to those questions, you are ready to list possible thesis statements. Trying to develop not just one thesis but
several of them can be a very helpful strategy in refining your ideas
and coming up with the best possible thesis. Also, keep in mind
that a thesis can be considered a working thesis until you are sure
it conveys exactly what you want to say, or until you revise it into
its final form.
Here are some theses that might be developed as a result of a
deeper investigation into the topic of internships:
• All effective internship programs have five key elements.
• Research is necessary before applying to an internship
program.
• Employers must have a clearly defined set of expectations for
internship programs.
• Record keeping and reporting are the keys to an effective
internship program.
• There are no standard practices for funding internships.
• We need a federally funded internship program.
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STEP 3: CHOOSE YOUR DIRECTION

The potential theses listed in Step 2 reflect different approaches to
and aspects of the topic of internships. Let’s take a closer look at
how each one may have been arrived at and where each might lead
the writer:
• All effective internship programs have five key elements.
This thesis is most likely the product of an examination of
successful internship programs to learn their key elements.
The supporting information might also serve to explain the
establishment of an internship program or how to improve an
existing one.
• Research is necessary before applying to an internship
program.
This thesis might be the product of learning what can go
right and wrong with an internship and might even suggest
what individuals need to know about a program before
entering it.
• Employers must have a clearly defined set of expectations for
internship programs.
This thesis suggests that successful internships are the result of
clear expectations for the intern and well-defined pathways for
achieving success.
• Record keeping and reporting are the keys to an effective
internship program.
This thesis suggests that communication is important in
any internship relationship. It implies that all parties should
document projects, goals, and steps toward achieving those
goals, as well as any or all efforts in accomplishing them.
• There are no standard practices for funding internships.
This thesis suggests that the way internships are financed is not
standardized and that arrangements vary greatly because each
internship must be arranged for individually.
• We need a federally funded internship program.
This thesis suggests that internships are so worthwhile that
they need to be made available nationally and be federally
funded.
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STEP 4: WRITE YOUR THESIS STATEMENT

A thesis statement should be
• the most important point you make about your topic,
• more general than the ideas and facts you use to support it, and
• focused enough to be covered in the space allotted for the
essay.
A thesis statement is not a question, although it might be prompted
by one or many, as we have seen with the topic of internships.
An effective method for developing a thesis statement is to
begin by writing, “What I want to say is that . . .”
What I want to say is that unless employers offer paid internships,
businesses will never recruit the most qualified interns, and interns
will not be able to receive the full benefits of their internships.

Later, when you delete the formulaic opening and streamline the
text, you will be left with a thesis statement:
Unless employers offer paid internships, businesses will never
recruit the most qualified interns, and interns will not be able to
receive the full benefits of their internships.

A good way to determine whether your thesis is too general or
too specific is to consider how easy it will be to present information and examples to support it. If you stray too far in either direction, your task will become much more difficult. A thesis statement
that is too general will leave you overwhelmed by the number of
issues you must address. For example, the statement “Malls have
ruined the fabric of American life” would lead to the question,
“How?” To answer it, you would probably have to include information about traffic patterns, urban decay, environmental damage, economic studies, and so on. You would obviously have to
take shortcuts, and your essay would be ineffective. On the other
hand, too specific a thesis statement will leave you with too little
information to present. “The Big City Mall should not have been
built because it reduced retail sales at the existing Big City stores
by 21.4 percent” does not leave you with many options to develop
an argument.
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The thesis statement is usually set forth near the beginning of
the essay, although writers sometimes begin with a few sentences
that establish a context for the piece. One common strategy is to
position the thesis as the final sentence of the first paragraph. In
the opening paragraph of an essay on the harmful effects of quickweight-loss diets, student Marcie Turple builds a context for her
thesis statement, which she presents in her last sentence:
Americans are obsessed with thinness — even at the
risk of dying. In the 1930s, people took dinitrophenol, an
industrial poison, to lose weight. It boosted metabolism but
caused blindness and some deaths. Since then dieters have
used hormone injections, amphetamines, liquid protein diets,
and, more recently, the controversial fen-phen. What most
dieters need to realize is that there is no magic way to lose
weight — no pill, no crash diet plan. The only way to permanent weight loss is through sensible eating and exercise.

Thesis

—Marcie Turple, student

STEP 5: REVISE YOUR THESIS STATEMENT IF NECESSARY

Remember that you are not unalterably committed to the wording of
your original thesis, what writers call a working thesis. Just as you
provide evidence to support the thesis statement, you are free to revise
the statement to fit the evidence. For example, let’s suppose you decide
to use the following thesis statement for an essay on internships:
We need a federally funded internship program.

You discover as you draft your essay that your evidence is largely
financial. You learn that schools and businesses, especially in poorer
parts of the country, refrain from establishing internships because
there is little money for such efforts. You reason that if there were
a federally funded program, students and businesses from any part
of the country, regardless of local resources, would have an equal
opportunity to participate. You then revise your working thesis to
reflect this additional, more pertinent evidence:
We need a nationwide federally funded internship program that
will provide equal opportunity for all students and businesses,
regardless of their regional economic differences.

Models for Writers abounds in essays with excellent thesis
statements, and we often ask you to identify them. Reading essays
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with strong thesis statements and locating the controlling idea in
each is a great way to learn how to write your own strong thesis
statements. Here are some more examples of thesis statements
drawn from the essays in Models for Writers.
James Lincoln Collier states his thesis in paragraph 20 of
“Anxiety: Challenge by Another Name” (p. 73):
The point is that the new, the different, is almost by definition
scary. But each time you try something, you learn, and as the
learning piles up, the world opens to you.

Collier’s thesis appears near the end of his essay and consists of
two sentences instead of a single statement.
Natalie Goldberg presents her thesis at the beginning of her
essay in “Be Specific” (pp. 346–48):
Be specific. Don’t say “fruit.” Tell what kind of fruit — “It is a
pomegranate.” Give things the dignity of their names. Just as
with human beings, it is rude to say, “Hey, girl, get in line.” That
“girl” has a name.

Notice how she offers a strong opening sentence, really a command,
and then moves on to elaborate on what she means by being specific in the rest of her paragraph. It is a message she will carry
through the rest of her essay as well.
Finally, in an essay about finding appropriate punishment for
minor crimes, Dan M. Kahan in “Shame Is Worth a Try” (p. 128)
offers the following thesis statement in paragraph 3:
[W]hat the shame proponents seem to be getting, and the critics ignoring, is the potential of shame as an effective, cheap, and
humane alternative to imprisonment.

With this thesis, Kahan expresses his argument and provides the
reader with an outline of the three main points he’ll expand on in
his essay to support that argument.
As you read through the essays in this book, be on the lookout
for thesis statements that you find especially effective. Note their
placement within the essay and think about why they’ve caught
your eye. These can serve, then, as models for you when you write
your thesis statement. For more on the various ways of developing
an effective thesis, see Chapter 3.
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Know Your Audience

Although it is not always possible to know who your readers are,
you nevertheless need to consider your intended audience. Your
attitude toward your topic, your tone, your sentence structure, and
your choice of words are just some of the important considerations
that rely on your awareness of audience. For a list of questions to
help you determine your audience, see the following box.
Audience Questions
1. Who are my readers?
2. Is my audience specialized (for example, those in my geology
lab) or more general (college students)?
3. What do I know about my audience’s age, gender, education,
religious affiliation, socioeconomic status, and political
attitudes?
4. What do my readers need to know that I can tell them?
5. Will my audience be interested, open-minded, resistant,
objective, or hostile to what I am saying?
6. Is there any specialized language that my audience must have to
understand my subject? Is there language that I should avoid?
7. What do I want my audience to do as a result of reading my
essay?

Determine Your Method of Development

Part Four of Models for Writers includes chapters on the various
types of essays most often required of college students. These types
of writing are referred to as methods of development, modes, rhetorical patterns, or organizational patterns.
In any effort to broaden your writing skills, it is important
to study and practice organizational patterns. Models for Writers
presents each pattern separately in order to introduce the pattern
effectively and provide focus, but that does not necessarily mean
that a well-written essay adheres exclusively and rigidly to a single
pattern of development. Confining yourself exclusively to comparison and contrast throughout an entire essay, for instance, might
For more practice, visit Achieve for Models for Writers:
LearningCurve > Patterns of Organization
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prove impractical and result in a formulaic or stilted essay. As you
read the model essays in this text, you will find that many of them
use a combination of patterns to support the dominant pattern.
For a description of what each organizational pattern involves, see
the following Organizational Patterns box.

Organizational Patterns
Illustration
Narration
Description
Process Analysis
Definition
Division and Classification
Comparison and Contrast
Cause and Effect
Argument

Using examples to illustrate a point
or an idea
Telling a story or giving an account
of an event
Presenting a picture with words
Explaining how something is done
or happens
Explaining what something is
Dividing a subject into its parts
and placing them in appropriate
categories
Demonstrating likenesses and
differences
Explaining the causes of an event or
the effects of an action
Using reason and logic to persuade
someone to your way of thinking

Combining organizational patterns is probably not something
you want to plan or even think about when you first tackle a writing assignment. Instead, let these patterns develop naturally as you
organize, draft, and revise your materials.
If you’re still undecided or concerned about combining patterns, try the following steps:
1. Summarize the point you want to make in a single phrase or
sentence.
2. Restate the point as a question (in effect, the question your
essay will answer).
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3. Look closely at both the summary and the question for key
words or concepts that suggest a particular pattern.
4. Consider other strategies that could support your primary
pattern.
EXAMPLES OF COMBINED ORGANIZATIONAL PATTERNS

Summary

Question

Pattern

Supporting
Patterns

Venus and
Serena
Williams are
among the
best tennis
players in the
history of the
game.

How do
Venus and
Serena
Williams
compare
with other
tennis
players?

Comparison and
contrast. The writer
must compare the
Williams sisters
with other players
and provide evidence to support
the claim that they
are “among the
best.”

Illustration and
description. Good
evidence includes
examples of the
Williams sisters’
superior ability and
accomplishments as
well as descriptions
of their athletic
feats.

How to build
a personal
website.

How do
you build
a personal
website?

Process analysis.
The word how,
especially in the
phrase how to,
implies a procedure that can be
explained in steps
or stages.

Description. The
writer should
describe the website, especially the
look and design
of the site, at various points in the
process.

Petroleum
and natural
gas prices
should be
federally
controlled.

What
should be
done about
petroleum
and natural
gas prices?

Argument. The
word should signals
a debatable claim
and proposal, which
calls for evidence
and reasoning in
support of the
conclusion.

Comparison and
contrast and cause
and effect. The
writer should
present evidence
from a comparison of federally
controlled pricing
with deregulated
pricing, as well as
from a discussion
of the effects of
deregulation.
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Map Your Organization

Once you settle on a topic and have some idea of what you want
to say, your next task is to organize the main ideas for your essay
in a way that seems both natural and logical to you. One way to
map your ideas is to make an outline. In constructing this outline,
if you discover that a particular organizational pattern will help
you generate ideas, you might consider using that as your overall
organizing principle.
Some writers make a detailed outline and fill it out point by
point, whereas others follow a general plan and let the writing take
them where it will, making any necessary adjustments to the plan
when they revise.
Here are some major patterns of organization you may want
to use for your outline:
• Chronological (oldest to newest, or the reverse)
• Spatial (top to bottom, left to right, inside to outside, and so
forth)
• Least familiar to most familiar
• Easiest to most difficult to comprehend
• Easiest to most difficult to accept
• According to similarities or differences
Notice that some of these organizational patterns correspond to
the rhetorical patterns in Part Four of this book. For example, a
narrative essay generally follows a chronological organization. If
you are having trouble developing or mapping an effective organization, refer to the introduction and readings in Chapter 5, Organization. Once you have settled on an organizational pattern, you are
ready to write a first draft.

WRITING THE FIRST DRAFT
Your goal in writing a first draft is to get your ideas down on paper.
Write quickly and let the writing follow your thinking. Do not be
overly concerned about spelling, word choice, or grammar because
such concerns will break the flow of your ideas. After you have
completed your first draft, you will go over your essay to revise
and edit it.
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As you write your draft, pay attention to your outline but do
not be a slave to it. It is there to help you, not restrict you. Often,
when writing, you discover something new about your subject; if
so, follow that idea freely. Wherever you deviate from your plan,
place an X in the margin, use a comment balloon, or highlight the
shift to remind yourself of the change. When you revise, you can
return to that part of your writing and reconsider the change you
made, either developing it further or abandoning it.
It may happen that while writing your first draft, you run
into a difficulty that prevents you from moving forward. Use your
resources to work through the difficulty: talk about your writing
with a friend or writing tutor, review your notes, or use the information in Models for Writers. For example, suppose you want to
tell the story of something that happened to you, but you aren’t
certain whether you should be using the pronoun I so often. Turn
to the essays in Chapters 11 and 14 to see how the authors use diction and tone and how other narrative essays handle this problem.
You will find that the frequent use of I isn’t necessarily a problem
at all. For an account of a personal experience, it’s perfectly acceptable to use I as often as you need to. Or suppose that after writing
several pages describing someone who you think is quite a character, you find that your draft seems flat and doesn’t express how
lively and funny the person really is. If you read the introduction
to Chapter 15, you will learn that descriptions need lots of factual,
concrete detail; the selections in that chapter give further proof of
this. You can use those guidelines to add details that are missing
from your draft.
If you run into difficulties writing your first draft, don’t be
discouraged. Even experienced writers run into problems at the
beginning. Just try to keep going and take the pressure off yourself.
Think about your topic and consider your details and what you
want to say. You may even want to go back and look over the ideas
and information you’ve gathered.
Create a Title

What makes a good title? There are no hard-and-fast rules, but most
writers would agree that an effective title hooks the reader into
reading the essay, either because the title is unusual and intrigues
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the reader or because it asks a question and the reader is curious
to know the answer. A good title announces your subject and prepares your reader for the approach you take. You can create a title
while writing your first draft or after you have seen how your ideas
develop. Either way, the important thing is to brainstorm for titles
and not simply use the first one that comes to mind. With at least a
half dozen to choose from, preferably more, you will have a much
better sense of how to pick an effective title — one that is lively and
inviting and does the important work of explaining your subject
to the reader. Review the titles of the essays in Models for Writers
in the Table of Contents on pp. xvii–xxviii. You’ll like some better
than others, but reflecting on the effectiveness of each one will help
you strengthen your own titles.
Focus on Beginnings and Endings

Beginnings and endings are important to the effectiveness of essays,
but they can be difficult to write. Inexperienced writers often think
that they must write their essays sequentially when, in fact, it is
better to write both the beginning and the ending after most of the
rest of an essay is completed. Pay particular attention to both parts
during revision.
Questions for Beginnings and Endings
1. Does my introduction grab the reader’s attention?
2. Is my introduction confusing in any way? How well does it
relate to the rest of the essay?
3. If I state my thesis in the introduction, how effectively is it
presented?
4. Does my essay come to a logical conclusion, or does it just stop
short?
5. How well does the conclusion relate to the rest of the essay?
Am I careful not to introduce new topics or issues that I did not
address in the body of the essay?
6. Does the conclusion help underscore or illuminate important
aspects of the body of the essay, or is it just another version of
what I wrote earlier?
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The beginning of your essay is vitally important to its s uccess.
Indeed, if your opening doesn’t attract and hold your readers’
attention, readers may be less than enthusiastic about proceeding.
Your ending is almost always as important as your beginning.
An effective conclusion does more than end your essay; it wraps
up your thoughts and leaves readers satisfied with the presentation
of your ideas and information. Your ending should be a natural
outgrowth of the development of your ideas. Avoid trick endings,
mechanical summaries, and cutesy comments, and never introduce
new concepts or information in the ending. Just as with the writing of titles, the writing of beginnings and endings is perhaps best
done by generating several alternatives and then selecting from
among them. Review the Questions for Beginnings and Endings
box and see Chapter 6 for more help developing your beginnings
and endings.

REVISING
After you have completed a first draft, set it aside for a few hours
or even until the next day. Removed from the process of drafting,
you can approach the revision of your draft with a clear mind.
When you revise, consider the most important elements of your
draft first. You should focus on your thesis, purpose, content,
organization, and paragraph structure. You will have a chance
to look at grammar, punctuation, and mechanics after you revise.
This way you will make sure that your essay is fundamentally
solid and says what you want it to say before dealing with the task
of editing.
It is helpful to have someone — a friend or a member of your
writing class — listen to your essay as you read it aloud. The process of reading aloud allows you to determine if your writing
sounds clear and natural. If you have to alter your voice to provide
emphasis, try rephrasing the idea to make it clearer. Whether you
revise your work on your own or have someone assist you, the
questions in the Questions for Revising box will help you focus

For more practice, visit Achieve for Models for Writers:
LearningCurve > Supporting Details
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on the largest, most important elements of your essay early in the
revision process.
Questions for Revising
1. Have I focused on my topic?
2. Does my thesis make a clear statement about my topic?
3. Is the organizational pattern I have used the best one, given my
purpose?
4. Does the topic sentence of each paragraph relate to my thesis?
Does each paragraph support its topic sentence?
5. Do I have enough supporting details, and are my examples the
best ones that I can develop?
6. How effective are my beginning and my ending? Can I improve
them?
7. Do I have a good title? Does it indicate what my subject is and
hint at my thesis?

EDITING
When you are sure you have communicated clearly what you
want to say and you have done considerable work drafting and
revising, you will want your work to be as accurate as possible.
Editing is different from revising in that your focus is on correctness. It is also different from proofreading for careless errors in
the final preparation of your essay, which we will discuss later in
this chapter (pp. 26–27). During the editing stage, you check your
writing for errors in grammar, punctuation, mechanics, spelling,
usage, and sentence style. If your writing has editing errors, your
readers may question the authority you are trying to establish as a
writer — and perhaps then question your content.
You may have difficulty identifying editing errors because they
are not easy to spot and take time to learn. After all, if they were
easy to see, you would probably have identified and corrected them
in the process of drafting and revising. For example, perhaps you
forgot or were never made aware of the fact that the word irregardless is redundant, unacceptable usage and should be avoided.
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Or maybe you didn’t notice that you created a nonparallel construction in one of your sentences:
incorrect

The scientists’ typical pattern of behavior
was to question, to probe, and research.

correct

The scientists’ typical pattern of b ehavior
was to question, to probe, and to research.

Here the infinitive (or to + verb) verb form should be used to parallel other similar verb forms in the series.
It’s often easier for others to spot errors in your writing than
it is for you to see them, so it is a good idea to ask a classmate,
roommate, or friend to edit your work in addition to the work
you have done. It is not necessary to have immediate answers while
editing, but it is important to raise questions and to double-check
for accuracy. Chapter 24 provides sound advice and solutions for
the editing problems that trouble students most. For more guidance with these and other editing concerns, refer to a grammar
handbook, make an appointment with a writing center tutor, or
ask your instructor for advice.

PROOFREADING
Do not assume that because you used a spell-check or grammarcheck function you’ve found and corrected every spelling and
grammatical error. In fact, such checkers often allow i ncorrect
or misspelled words to pass while flagging correct grammatical constructions as incorrect. Although spell-checkers and
grammar-checkers are a good first line of defense against certain types of errors, there is no replacement for a human
proofreader — you.
One way to proofread is to print out your essay and
c arefully proofread it manually. Distancing yourself from the
screen and reading with a pen or pencil in hand makes it easier to avoid s imply skimming the words you’ve written. Check
to make sure you do not use your where you intend you’re, its
where you mean it’s, or to where you want too. Spell-checkers
often do not catch these types of errors. If you know you are
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prone to certain mistakes, go through your essay looking for
those particular errors.
Be sure to refer to the Questions for Editing and Proofreading Essays box in this section. Check to be certain you have followed your instructor’s formatting guidelines. Above all, give
your essay one final read-through before submitting it to your
instructor.
Questions for Editing and Proofreading Essays
1. Have I checked my essay for common grammatical or style
errors that I am prone to make?
2. Have I corrected my editing errors with the help of my
handbook?
3. Have I printed a hard copy of my essay for proofreading?
4. Have I misspelled or incorrectly typed any words? Has my spellchecker inadvertently approved commonly confused words such
as its and it’s or their, there, and they’re?
5. Do all my edits and corrections appear in my hard copy?
6. Have I formatted my essay according to my instructor’s
directions?
7. Have I given the hard copy of my final draft a thorough review
before turning it in?

 RITING A NARRATIVE ESSAY:
W
A STUDENT ESSAY IN PROGRESS
When she was a student in a writing class at Barnard College,
Mya Nunnally was asked to write an essay about a personal
experience using a suitable method of development. After considering her options, she chose to write about her experiences
with her hair. She had always viewed her hair as an important
part of her identity, so she figured she would have enough material for an essay.
First, she needed to focus on a specific topic related to her hair.
She decided to write about her struggles with her hair and how,
for much of her life, she had difficulty accepting it. She then established her tentative thesis.
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Tentative Thesis
I have gone through a lot dealing with issues surrounding my hair.

Nunnally needed to develop a number of examples to support her thesis, so she brainstormed for ideas, examples, and
anecdotes — anything that came to mind to help her develop her
essay. These are her notes:
Brainstorming Notes
My salon visits: chemical “relaxation,” “creamy crack.”
Straightening my hair boosted my self-esteem, even though it hurt
my hair.
“Black hair” (curly, kinky) vs. “white hair” (straight, smooth)
Our society presents white hair as beautiful/attractive:
advertising, media, etc.
White hair viewed as normal, black hair abnormal.
I wanted to fit in w/classmates, peers.
Michelle Obama always straightened her hair while in White House.
Then: photo of Michelle with natural, curly hair on vacation
Similar to my experiences?
Hairdresser told me that my hair was almost dead; had to stop visits
Encounter with TSA agent at airport, when he searched my hair
Eventually I accepted my curly hair in its natural state
Malcolm X speech inspired me
Instead of “different,” I saw myself as unique among
classmates

When she thought that she had gathered enough material, she
began to consider an organizational plan, a way to present her essay
in a logical manner. She realized that her brainstorming notes clustered around some key subtopics. She decided to do some clustering,
drawing circles that included her ideas: her salon visits, societal perceptions of black and white hair, and the parallels to former first lady
Michelle Obama. She then sorted out her related ideas and examples
and added them, mapping their relationships in this diagram.
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Clustering Diagram
Temporary
self-esteem
boost

Had to stop
due to hair
damage
Salon visits
Encounter with
TSA agent

Michelle
Obama

Photo w/
natural hair

I have gone
through a lot
dealing with issues
surrounding my
hair.

Mostly white
classmates/peers:
struggle to fit in

Black hair vs.
white hair

Media:
white hair = beautiful

Before beginning to write the first draft of her essay, Nunnally
thought it would be a good idea to list in an informal outline the
major points she wanted to make. Here is her informal outline:
Informal Outline
1.	Introductory paragraph announcing the topic and including the
thesis statement: I have gone through a lot dealing with issues
surrounding my hair.
2. Background about perceptions of black hair vs. white hair in society
3. Personal narrative about my salon visits and why I had to stop going
4. Initial struggles with my “detox” from salon visits
5. Eventually, I began to enjoy my hair but still had doubts
6. Finally, full acceptance — Malcolm X speech
7. Michelle Obama — never wore her natural hair while in White House
8. Encounter with TSA agent who “searched” my hair
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With her outline before her, Nunnally felt ready to try a rough
draft of her essay. She wrote quickly, keeping her organizational
plan in mind but striving to keep the writing going and get her
thoughts down on paper. She knew that once she had a draft, she
could determine how to improve it. Nunnally wrote some fairly
solid paragraphs, but she sensed that they were on different aspects
of her topic and that the logical order of the points she was making was not quite right. She needed a stronger organizational plan,
some way to present her information that was not random but
rather showed a logical progression.
Reviewing her outline, Nunnally could see that there was a
natural progression in her personal narrative from her initial selfdoubt about her hair to her eventual acceptance of it. Her narrative
was primarily ordered by sequence and time. With this in mind,
she decided to reverse the order of items 2 and 3, so that her essay
would begin with a narrative of her salon visits before broadening the scope to the larger conversation about perceptions of black
hair and white hair in society. Also, she had originally planned to
conclude her essay with a personal story about an encounter with
a TSA agent who “searched” her hair in an airport security line,
running his gloved hands through her curls. Nunnally realized that,
while this story was engaging, it did not fit neatly into the overall
progression of the narrative, so she decided to cut it and to instead
use the discussion of Michelle Obama to lead into her conclusion.
Here is her reordered outline:
Reordered Outline
1.	Introductory paragraph announcing the topic and including the
thesis statement: I have gone through a lot dealing with issues
surrounding my hair.
2. Personal narrative about my salon visits
3.	Larger discussion of perceptions about black hair vs. white hair
in society
4. Initial struggles with my “detox” from salon visits
5. Eventually, I began to enjoy my hair but still had doubts
6. Finally, full acceptance — Malcolm X speech
7. Michelle Obama — never wore her natural hair while in White House
8.	Concluding paragraph: Relate Michelle’s journey to my own, and
to the struggles of other black girls and women
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Nunnally was satisfied that her essay now had a natural and
logical organization: it presented a clear narrative revealing her
personal journey related to her hair. However, she now needed to
revise her thesis to suit the new organization and narrative that she
had established. She wanted her revised thesis to be focused and
specific and to make it clear that the essay is about her journey
from self-doubt to acceptance of her hair. Here is her revised thesis
statement:
Revised Thesis Statement
I had to embark on a long journey of self-criticism and acceptance of
my hair to get where I am today.

After revising the organization, she was now ready to edit her
essay and to correct those smaller but equally important errors in
word choice, wordiness, punctuation, and mechanics. She had put
aside these errors to make sure her essay had the appropriate content. Now she needed to make sure it was grammatically correct.
Here are several sample paragraphs showing the editing Nunnally
did on her essay:
Edited paragraphs
I would calculate that at least weeks, probably whole
months of my life have been lost to the art of dealing with
hair. Before I learned to love my hair in its natural state, a

Addition
of verb was
to create
a complete
sentence

salon visit for me could last anywhere from an hour to five. A
was
lengthy braiding session made bearable only by the thick books
I read while wincing through the pain. Sometimes I would
get my hair chemically “relaxed,” a process that burns the
scalp and makes your eyes water. (In most of these chemical

Elimination of
unessential
information

mixtures there is an ingredient called sodium hydroxide, whose
chemical element is NaOH and which has some pesky side
effects including blindness, third degree burns, and permanent
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Specific hair
types show
the “secret
grammar”
that Nunnally
mentions

Elimination
of run-on
sentence

organ damage.) Greasing down the edges. Flattening down baby
— 4A or 3C?
hairs. What’s your hair type? There exists a secret world and a
secret grammar for those with black hair in which we try all
that we can to look perfect, no matter the cost.
The “perfect” woman changes over time, but it has never
.T
been fashionable to be black, to steal aspects of our culture,

yes, minus the actual black person. White girls tan in the sun
while skin-bleaching is
Elimination of in order to get darker, and you can go get your skin bleached,
wordiness

Comma added
to introduce
appositive
phrase

a multi-billion dollar industry worldwide. As of this writing,
big lips and thick eyebrows are in, the very things we were
made fun of for having in middle school. But black hair has
yet to become completely mainstream. The kind of hair that
our culture wants us to aspire to is straight and smooth. Every
day — in magazines, on billboards, in commercials — society
sends
is sending us messages that certain types of hair aren’t
attractive, aren’t even professional. Every week there seems to
be a new story about someone fired for their natural hair or
forced to make it “acceptable” in order to continue working.

Unnecessary
sentence
removed

That is the problem with these messages that society sends us.
is
All of this culminated in deep discomfort with my hair, and

Improved
diction

why it took me so many years to reach a point where I could
cherish
accept and even love it.

After Nunnally edited her revised paper, she was left with the
following final version of her essay. Note how her final essay uses a
clear narrative organization. Note also how Mya’s voice — her personality as expressed on the written page — comes across strongly
throughout the essay.
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Final Essay
Mya Nunnally
Mixed Results
Beginning:
Effective
opening
paragraph
sets the
context for
the essay

I’ve never been good with hair. My hair is a physical
combination of my heritage — a biracial tangle of curl and kink.
It shapeshifts: when it’s wet, it falls in long, loose tendrils. When
it’s dry, it shrinks and fros and not a comb on this Earth can
get through it. I never learned how to braid, how to style, or
do anything past a ponytail. I still prefer to cut my hair myself,
leaving it choppy and uneven half of the time, and forget to
shampoo on a regular basis. But I do love my hair, and this is a
sought-after skill. For girls like me to love their hair is for our

Thesis statement: Sets
clear expectation in the
reader’s mind
Transition
from introduction to
specific
details

self-hatred to be reversed inch by inch. But it was not always
this way for me. I had to embark on a long journey of selfcriticism and acceptance of my hair to get where I am today.
I would calculate that at least weeks, probably whole
months of my life have been lost to the art of dealing with
hair. Before I learned to love my hair in its natural state, a
salon visit for me could last anywhere from an hour to five.
A lengthy braiding session was made bearable only by the
thick books I read while wincing through the pain. Sometimes
I would get my hair chemically “relaxed,” a process that
burns the scalp and makes your eyes water. (In most of
these chemical mixtures there is an ingredient called sodium
hydroxide, which has some pesky side effects including
blindness, third degree burns, and permanent organ damage.)
Greasing down the edges. Flattening down baby hairs. What’s
your hair type — 4A or 3C? There exists a secret world and a
secret grammar for those with black hair in which we try all
that we can to look perfect, no matter the cost.

Nunnally
steps back
from personal
narrative to
give a broader
perspective

The “perfect” woman changes over time, but it has
never been fashionable to be black. To steal aspects of our
culture, yes, minus the actual black person. White girls tan
in the sun in order to get darker, while skin-bleaching is a
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multi-billion-dollar industry worldwide. As of this writing, big
lips and thick eyebrows are in, the very things we were made
fun of for having in middle school. But black hair has yet to
become mainstream. The kind of hair that our culture wants us
to aspire to is straight and smooth. Every day — in magazines,
on billboards, in commercials — society sends messages that
certain types of hair aren’t attractive, aren’t even professional.
Every week there seems to be a new story about someone fired
for their natural hair or forced to make it “acceptable” in order
Nunnally connects broader
discussion to
personal experiences

to continue working. All of this culminated in deep discomfort

Dialog gives a
more specific
sense of this
scene

It all started when the hairdresser told me “your hair is close

with my hair, and is why it took me so many years to reach a
point where I could accept and even cherish it.
My journey toward loving my hair didn’t begin voluntarily.
to dead,” and tsked as she brought the last strand through the
straight iron. We were nearing my favorite part of the visit –
when she would turn me around to face myself in the wide mirror.
When I could see my long, silky, straight strands and smile and
know that for a week or so I would be just like the other girls.

Unity: Relates
to the
discussion in
the previous
paragraph
Each line of
dialog begins a
new paragraph

Like the other white girls, really, but I was not self-conscious
enough to understand that. I was fourteen and about to start
high school.
“What do you mean?” I asked.
She clucked again. I almost heard her frown. “Have you
been straightening this every day?”
I flushed, my cheeks growing hot. “Yes,” I admitted, like a
confession.
“You’re killing it,” she told me. “If you keep doing that,
eventually it might just fall out.”
She swiveled me around in the chair to see myself.
Beautiful, I thought. I looked white like a ghost.

Transition:
Establishes
passage of
time

After that salon visit, I had to detox from straightening
my hair while it grew back its strength. My unruly kinks
sprouted from my head and, at first, I hid behind anything I
could, wishing I could disappear completely. I broke the dress
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code and wore hats to school, even racking up a few detentions
when I refused to take them off. I briefly contemplated
converting to Islam in order to hide behind a flowing hijab. It
Metaphor
helps convey
Nunnally’s
feelings
Organization
continues
to show
Nunnally’s
changing
attitude

hurt to stop pretending so completely. I was going through a
kind of withdrawal, an addict aching for that easy fix. There is
a reason the slang term for relaxers is “creamy crack.”
But slowly, the cleanse began to work. I relished the extra
hours I gained back from all the time straightening took. I
began to enjoy the texture of my curls. And in the halls of
my high school, so many of the girls looked the same from
far away. If I blurred my vision I could barely tell them apart.
Blonde, thin, white, wearing the same clothes as everyone else.
I cherished my difference and wore it with pride. This didn’t
stop me from bursting into panic attacks in the bathroom,
sticking my head into the sink in an attempt to wet the curls
and tone them down. It did not stop me from cutting my hair
off to the nape of my neck in order to have less of it to deal
with. But it was a start.
Eventually I shot to the other end of the spectrum,

Reference to
civil rights
leader Malcolm X adds
weight and
significance

spurred by a particularly rousing Malcolm X speech about racial
awakening and various internet articles about feminism. I
threw out every bra I ever owned, let my underarm hair grow
wild, and vowed never to burn any part of myself again. I told
myself I was beautiful like it was a sacred mantra. To others,
I looked self-obsessed. Vain and egotistical, they must have
thought me. But I knew that I was balancing out a decade of
self-hatred. I had so much lost time to make up for.

Transition
relates
Nunnally’s
experiences to
former first
lady Michelle
Obama

I know I’m not the only one to have this pressure to aspire
towards “white hair.” Even Michelle Obama was not permitted
to wear her natural hair once during eight years in office. It
was simply not advised. During her time at Princeton, Michelle
wrote about how her white classmates had transformed her
hair into an object of exotic desire — often pulling and tugging
without permission. She recalled how her roommate’s mother,
upon learning that Michelle was black, tried to move her child
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into another dorm, or — if that couldn’t be done, remove her
daughter from the college altogether. When she and Barack
took office, Michelle was already being bombarded with racial
rhetoric about her “savagery” and “monkey-like” appearance
in political cartoons, professional media coverage, and the
internet. “An ape in heels,” she was called in 2016, by a mayor
in West Virginia.
After she left the White House, Michelle went on a
getaway with the rest of the Obama family. From that vacation,
Effective use
of example:
Connects to
Nunnally’s
personal
narrative

black girls of America were blessed by a single candid photo:
Michelle wearing her natural hair and a headband to hold it
back. Like we had seen so many of our mothers do in the thick
August heat. Like we had done ourselves before going to bed.
At last, Michelle stepped out of the light and came back to us,

Transition into
conclusion
reinforces
parallels
with Michelle
Obama
Ending: An
appropriate
and optimistic
conclusion

is allowed to be like us again.
Though different in many ways from Michelle Obama’s
journey, my own struggle also lasted for years. It took a
significant amount of time and work for me to become someone
who feels confident in her hair and her self. Looking back,
however, if my story helps even one person with their own
struggle, I know that it was definitely worth it.
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